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Better check-ins, faster checkouts
The team used the Six Sigma DMAIC framework to manage the project systematically.

ditional investment, either staff
or an automated queue management system for processing
trucks based on their priority.
What’s the difference, boss?
Scenario 3. Routing
This table summarizes the simulation results for the different alternatives.
trucks to the entrance with
the shortest expected waiting time: In this scenario,
the trucks are routed to the
entrance with the shortest expected waiting time. The processing speed of each entrance
lane may vary depending on its
We came up with three proposed alternative scenarios. check-in practice (manual or automated). Therefore, this sceTheir descriptions follow, and the scenarios are in order of nario avoids the unbalanced utilization of the entrance lanes as
easiest to implement to most complex to implement.
well as reducing the truck waiting time.
Scenario 1. Hiring an additional worker: Two checkNevertheless, it requires a substantial initial investment to
in staffers at the main entrance would let the facility use both equip all the trucks with the required technology (e.g., RFID
lanes and process two trucks simultaneously, using the en- tags) as well as an automated queue management system.
trance’s full capacity. This easy and quick solution does, however, add an additional worker’s salary.
Analysis and managerial implications
Scenario 2. Prioritizing trucks with the longest The simulation model for the baseline (current process) and
docking time: Trucks expected to spend the longest time alternative scenarios were developed and executed for 100 repinside the facility are prioritized first. For example, trucks that lications. The expected detention fee, greenhouse gas emisadopt a live-load procedure are given higher priority com- sions and implementation costs are estimated to evaluate and
pared to trucks that use the drop-and-hook procedure.
compare the different scenarios. These results are summarized
This alternative can be implemented by adding a staging in Figure 3.
area (unused land outside and near the facility) to hold and
Scenario one, hiring an additional operator at the main enprocess the incoming trucks in order of their priority. Since trance, performs well with respect to all the measures analyzed
the free time (i.e., time to hold a truck at the warehouse with- in Figure 3. However, these improvements come at a cost.
out incurring any detention fee) is almost similar for all trucks While this scenario does not require an initial investment, it
irrespective of their loading or unloading procedure, process- requires a substantial variable cost of an additional check-in
ing trucks with longer loading and unloading times first could employee. Over the years, this variable cost will accumulate
reduce the average time spent waiting at the facility. This, in and is the major drawback of this alternative.
turn, reduces the number and amount of detention fees paid.
Similarly, scenario two, which processes trucks based upon
This solution is feasible but requires a staging area and ad- priority, achieves the goal of eliminating waiting lines at
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